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Some of our dogs go home to
Norway – this is due to the
Norwegian team with Aina in
the lead. If you live in Norway
and would like to adopt a dog
from us, contact Aina at
aina.madso@gmail.com or look
on Facebook for “Hunder fra
Portugal”.
You can also come to the shelter
to volunteer or take a dog with
you on the flight if you are flying
from Lisbon to Oslo.

DOP T-HIRTS!
Remember that you can acquire our tshirts, it is enough to send
an email to: dogsofportugal@gmail.com
It is also a help!
Hurry up as we will soon launch a new model of tshirts and those
will probably be discountinued.

If you want to donate, there are things we always need:
- deworming tablets
- spot-on against fleas and ticks such as Advantix and
Frontline and also Advocate for dogs with skin allergies
- collars and leashes
- dog food
- Actidox and Becozyme for treatment of tick fever and
Conofite and Oridermyl for treatment of ear infections
(all can be bought at the pharmacy)

FEATURED ANIMALS:
LICAS, NATASHA AND PALOMA!
Licas is a female cross Breton Spaniel that
belonged to a hunter but obviously she
resulted not to hunt well and when she
become 5 y.o. so she did not fulfill the
purpose anymore... The owner put her
on the chain and this is how she was
living. A neighbour offered to buy her (he
did not want the dog but he did not want
to give her for free anyway) so she was
sold.
Since she came to the shelter we noticed she
coughed... She was diagnosed with a heart
murmur and she has to take Vetmedin, Lasix and
Fortekor. Any offers of this medication would be
helpful!
Moreover, she has two breast tumors so she
needs to be operated soon. We need sponsors for
her operation – due to her heart conditions she
can only be operated in a clinic that uses special
anesthesia and we also need sponsors for her
heart medication.
Natasha was brought to the shelter by
her owner after having lived on a
balcony for quite some time. She was
incredibly skinny, incredible that a dog
living in a home could
be so starved! She is
around 7, a breed of
Old English Sheepdog
and very gentle. She has two breast tumors that
need to be operated. We need sponsors for this
operation.

Paloma is a young dog, not more than 1,5
year old. Unfortunately even at such an
young age she needs surgery. She broke a
head of the femur of the back leg, a similar
problem that Julie had (we wrote about her
in one of the previous newsletters). Paloma
limps, she is in pain when she walks, so she
prefers to spend her time lying down, she
does not play with other dogs… The operation will cost around 200€. We need sponsors for this operation.

ADOPTIONS THIS MONTH
In March 2012 a total of 33 animals were adopted!
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The lucky ones were: Alice (now Mia), Blackie, Fanny and
Alexander (now Monkie and Rastafari), Pluto, Toffee, Tex (now
Hertz), Maçã (now Macy), Sissi and Kalu, Hope (now Lotte),
Leia, Baboo (now Sissi), Olga (now Bella), Dolly, Kelly, Mara
(now Milly), Odilia, Rafinha, Grace, Princesa (now Tessa),
Amber, Nanuk, Yara, Suzy, Browny (now Mojo), Pantufas,
Sammy, Dixy (now Trixy), Wendy, Julie and Coco and Chanel
(now Mimi and Tita).
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If you have adopted a dog or a cat from us, give us news!
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LOOK FOR THE GROUP “DOGS OF PORTUGAL”

ST DOMINIC’S PROJECT
Once a month
we have an
event with the
students from
St Dominic´s
school. They
come with their
teacher,
Elizabeth and with some parents to spend a few hours in the
shelter. They brush the dogs, play with them, give them a walk.
If you would like to participate in this project, send us an email.
Even if you are a student of another school, it is possible to join.

THANK YOU!
We would like to thank
the owners of Pituxa for
sponsoring Shakira´s
breats tumors operation.
She recoverd well and soon she will go to her
new home! :)

